Increased interhemispheric functional connectivity in college students with non-clinical depressive symptoms in resting state.
The underlying neural basis of non-clinical depressive symptoms (nCDSs) remains unclear. Interhemispheric functional connectivity has been suggested as one of the most robust characteristics of brain's intrinsic functional architecture. Here, we investigated the functional connectivity between homotopic points in the brain using the voxel-mirrored homotopic connectivity (VMHC) approach. We performed VMHC analysis on resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) data from 17 individuals with nCDSs and 20 healthy controls (HCs) who were enrolled from a sample of 1105 college students. We found increased VMHCs in the bilateral posterior cerebellum and fusiform gyrus in nCDSs subjects compared with HCs. Furthermore, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves indicated that VMHC values in the posterior cerebellum lobes could use to differente nCDSs from HCs [area under the curve (AUC), 0.756; p<0.01]. We suggest increased VMHCs indicate a possible compensatory mechanism involved in the pathophysiology of nCDSs. VMHC values of the posterior cerebellum lobes might serve as a reliable biomarker for identifying nCDSs.